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Breathe in the blossoms and greenery to get awaked with the spring in an 

ethereal city. STACCATO connects oneself and the universe. It is time to discover 

the inspirations of the new season by following the natural rhythm of breathing.  

     

With magic words “Vive Le Printemps”, STACCATO has a star-stubbed line-up this 

season in Paris starring international supermodel Mica Arganaraz and the 

world’s top-notch photographer Karim Sadli, together with a strong array 

including Elodie David Touboul, the fashion director of French fashion magazine 

Self Service, Christelle Cocquet, the international make-up master known for her 

natural touch-up, as well as Damien Boissinot, the exclusive hairstylist for Chanel. 

They combine creative art and natural inspirations to present a fashion shoot 

bloomed with “spring blossoms”. Mica’s unique unisex appeal with her signature 

curly hairstyle makes her one of the most sought-after supermodels. With her 

multifaceted cool style as a supermodel through the camera and artistic talent in 

music creation, she brings out the best in STACCATO to interpret a perfect 

modern image of women. Let’s follow Mica’s footsteps to wander around the 

beautiful garden and feel the blossoms in Spring. 



 

Shimmery Heaven 

Gradient diamonds are striking while the diamond bows flutter at the toes to 

reveal a shimmery touch along every step. The transparent PVC intertwines with 

diamond straps as light and graceful spotlight to reveal heavenly beauty and add 

an innocent touch to spring. 



 

 

 

 

 

 



Natural Rhythm 

Natural linen shows a natural beauty, while the textured leather is refined and 

generous, with a metal buckle to awaken the modern spirit. Intertwined straps 

coordinate with the design to highlight a sophisticated and sexy silhouette. 

 

 

 



Colorful Shimmer 

The smart point-toe design combines with graphic heels to create modern and 

angular aesthetics. Sparkling diamond clasp gracefully adorns the straps for a 

feminine touch. Vivid colors including iris purple, lime green and Klein blue 

interpret the new visual beauty that touches your heart with fantasy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Diamond Party 

Shimmering paved-diamond straps intertwine on the upper for an eye-catching 

look, and transparent PVC offers a modern summery look with feminine allure. 

The distinctive diamond square heels interpret a stylish personality and charm 

that sway between every step. 

 

 

 

 

 



Graphic Muse 

The minimal design is cozy and generous, which is signed with the unique 3D 

padded cotton that refreshingly creates a tough yet simple outlook. Supple lamb 

leather in cream offers a vivid and eye-catching palette on the slim silhouette of 

feet. Graphic heel design adds dynamic energy to the design in the new season 

that is filled with feminine glamour.  

 

 



Dark Melodic Pioneer 

Cutting-edge 3D straps with layering aesthetics stimulate a sensual chic. The 

design delivers an irresistible cool style with the modern and comfortable 

treaded sole. Walk down the street with style and discreetly reveal your unique 

appeals. 

 

 

 

 



Blossoms in Spring 

Floral embroidery makes a new splash! A touch of spring arises spontaneously 

with the intricate and splendid embroidered fabric. Metallic horse-bit clasp 

brings an eye-catching embellishment, while sculptural leather in black forms a 

bold silhouette. Every step is a full interpretation of unique characters and 

freedom. 

 

 

Summery Fun 

Fresh and unique espadrilles reveal a natural charisma with delicate 

embroidered hot-stamped diamonds that represent the craftsmanship for a 

spectacular visual impact. Espadrilles with elevated sole deliver a retro and 

casual touch to complete the unique and playful mismatched design. 

 

 

Knot Fantasy  

The new playful braided strap with twisted knots outlines a perfect contour of 

the feet. A pop of red is cleverly adorned on one side for a striking impact. The 

cozy and airy horizontal strap sandals make every step comfortable in a carefree 

and summery way. 



 

 

Sparkling Notes 

Lightweight and comfy espadrilles feature a unique cut-out design for a 

noticeable touch to fill the air with a casual atmosphere and summery breeze. 

The double T diamond clasp reflects a sparkling luster to enrich the visual effect. 

The modern design adds a glittering touch that liberates the spontaneous 

attitude deep within and further elevate a fascinating appeal. 

 

 

 

 

Holiday Cafe 

The gentle shade of creamy coffee represents a retro vibe. The wide and cozy 

strap is adorned with a visually astonishing buckle to create an innovative 

contrast. Simple yet stylish, these horizontal strap sandals effortlessly liberate a 

carefree chic. 



 

 

Twist Whispers 

Chic pleat texture combines with a twisted design for an elegant and feminine 

look. The pure and romantic palette is completed with structured and sturdy 

heels that elevate a masculine/feminine touch to the max. The designs reveal a 

multi-facet charm while walking or standing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Metallic Waltz 

Summer arrives with a metallic touch! Bold and dazzling metallic chain strap 

whirls and dances on the upper to add vivid and dynamic vibes. The subtle 

luxury design features an implicit yet refined crocodilian embossed texture to 

reveal a wild charisma to bring a fresh new look! 

 

 

Cream Dimension 

The natural cowhide is rich in texture with the discreet crocodilian embossed 

motif. A light-hearted malletage pattern creates a beautiful 3D outlook, while the 

bright cream palette composes a splendid and lively atmosphere for a dynamic 

touch. 

 

 



Malletage Charm 

Classic malletage pattern is retro and sophisticated that shines with a brilliant 

style. The intertwining crisscross design symbolizes exceptional craftmanship, 

while the delicate metallic clasp outlines a lively and dynamic vitality that make 

you love at first sight! 

 

 

Romantic Prints 

Floral embroidery is now infused in these modern handbags highlighting the 

inspiration on classic prints. The metallic chain reveals an ultimate retro vibe for 

a feminine yet tough charisma with style.   

 



STACCATO plays with natural inspiration to open up a new modern style. 

Wandering around the garden with opulent blossoms in spring, let’s feel the 

natural charm intertwined with modern allure and compose a new chapter in 

cool style for this spring. Leap forward with STACCATO now along the fashion 

runway! 
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